TopHardware

ST-EPW310
Dynamic checkweigher

ST-A310
Static belt scale
**ST-EPW310 DYNAMIC CHECKWEIGHER**
**ST-A310 STATIC BELT SCALE**

**DESCRIPTION**

The checkweigher produced by TopControl was designed for a perfect weight control and as a reliable process-steering device in the food industry. Due to its great adaptability and flexibility, it meets easily, quickly and cost effectively all requirements for weight control of bags or nets.

**TECHNICAL FEATURES**

- Throughput: max. 30 Pack/min. (depends on the weight and the infeeding speed)
- Weight range/division: 15 kg / 5 g – 6 kg / 2 g
- Dimensions of weighing conveyor (LxW):
  - ST-EPW310: 500 x 300 mm – ST-A310: 400 x 300 mm
- Operating mode: ST-EPW310 dynamic, ST-A310 static
- Interfaces: Ethernet 10 base T, TCP/IP, RS232, RS 422
- Protection: IP54
- Height adjustment: 470 mm – 1000 mm
- Frame: stainless steel or powder coated
- Official approval: MID certificated

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Robust industrial proven design
- Flexible height adjustment
- Precise weight control for finished packs
- Compact design
- Rotatable display
- Variable conveyor speed

**OPTION**

- Integration in the TopControl FruitManager®
- Integration in the TopControl StatisticsWeights®
- Protection: IP65
- Ejection system for non-conform packages (pusher)
  Other versions on request
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